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Introduction
The guiding question in our investigation of the speech data provided by The Corpus of Northern Haitian Creole was how
we may use those resources for prosodic research on spoken Haitian Creole (HC henceforth). The advantages of a preexisting corpus-based approach are obvious: Firstly, (re-)using already existing speech data collections is economic
and sustainable. Secondly, the corpus-based approach allows us to start nearly immediately with prosodic analyses
instead of prior time-consuming ﬁeld studies and recordings. The editing tasks consist in establishing the workﬂow for
Prosogram (Mertens 2004), i.e. sound-text alignment, for ToBI (Silverman et al. 1992, Beckman et al. 2005), i.e. word/
segment-sized segmentation and solid F0 contours, and CoPaSul (Reichel 2010 and 2014), i.e. word-sized segmentation
and stylization based on local and global F0 contours.

The prosodic system of Haitian Creole: A working hypothesis
• HC is a sociohistorical and linguistically well-described creole language (cf. Fattier 2013 and Valdman 2014 for related
references), but there are only a few studies about HC prosody and intonation (Cadely 1997, Brousseau 2003, Fattier
2005)
• The origin of HC lexicon and grammar is related to the contributing languages (Fattier 2013: 195s.):
o French as major lexiﬁer language (superstratum) > HC lexicon
o languages from the Kwa group of West Africa and Bantu languages of Central Africa (substratum) > HC grammar
o some inﬂuences of Spanish, English, and Amerindian languages (e.g. Arawak-Taíno, Tupi)

Figure 1. Eltis, D. & Richardson, D.
(2010). Atlas of the Transatlantic
Slave Trade. New Haven,
Connecticut: Yale University Press.

Figure 2. Santo Domingo,
1722 (https://www.bergbook.
com/images/17325-01.jpg)

• The question is: where do the prosodic and intonational features of HC come from?
• One plausible hypothesis is to consider the prosodic system of a given creole language as a “hybrid prosodic system”
shaped by both the lexiﬁer and the substratum languages (Gooden et al. 2009, see there for related references)
• Working hypothesis: The prosodic system of HC constitutes a hybrid prosodic system shaped by French and
West African languages (cf. also Brousseau 2003)
• Prosodic features of French:
o prosodic constituents: IP < ip < AP (Jun & Fougeron 2000 and 2002)
o phrasal accent on the right edge of the phrase
o ﬁnal lengthening of the last full syllable of the IP
o prototypical stress accent system (Hyman 2006)
• Prosodic features of West African languages:
o lexical tone (syllable/mora speciﬁc pitch movement within a word)
o “terrace-level language” (i.e. downward trend in pitch) and a simple intonational grammar (Welmers 1959,
Kügler 2015)
oprototypical tone accent system (Hyman 2006)
• What are the prosodic features of Haitian Creole?
• Some hints from previous academic research:
o clitic group as domain of external sandhi (Dejean 1980: 140-149)
o “Emphatics. Creole does not have word stress. Thus, that process cannot be used, as it is in English, to place
emphasis on a particular word. Instead, various emphatic words are used: [menm, wi, non]“ (Valdman 1988: 5)
o “[HC] is a stress system (like French), realized at the level of phonological word (like Fongbe) and quantity sensitive
(unlike French or Fongbe).” (Brousseau 2003: 123)
o“Haitian Creole is a language with ﬁxed word stress on the last syllable of the word.” (Fattier 2013: 196)
• Model analyses: Hualde & Schwegler 2008 (intonation in Palenquero); Gooden 2014 (intonational phonology of
Jamaican Creole)

Method
To establish working hypotheses about HC prosody a corpus-based investigation of prosodic features was undertaken
examining word prosody and prosodic events within the utterance.

The Corpus of Northern Haitian Creole
• General presentation:
o recorded in 2007 and subsequently published by the Creole Institute at Indiana University
o free online access: <http://www.indiana.edu/~creole/home.html>
o the recorded HC variety is Capois from the area around Cap Haïtien
o it contents the audio ﬁles (MP3), the text ﬁles (DOC ) and the transcription conventions of ten interviews of
altogether approximately ten hours of speech data
o until today the corpus data were exploited for lexical, morphophonological, syntactical, and sociolinguistic
concerns (e.g. Valdman et al. 2015)

Figure 3. Webpage of the Indiana University
Creole Institute with online access to the Corpus of
Northern Haitian Creole.

• Some problematic technical aspects:
o lossy compressed MP3 audio format instead of WAV
o the audio and text ﬁles are materially dissociated
o no separate audio track for each speaker
o sometimes the background is very noisy
o no translation into French nor English

• Some problematic methodological aspects:
o the social diﬀerence between Valdman, the teacher
and the consultants can lead to signiﬁcant phonological
variation (observer’s paradox)
o using the corpus the researcher has to content
him/herself with the speech data, i.e. no controlled
elicitation of particular prosodic events as suggested
among others by Jun & Fletcher (2014)

Workﬂow for a test run
Step 1: Editing a 10-minute test piece of the sound signal with Audacity (2.0.6):
o choosing, cutting, and aligning manually the start and ending points of the audio cutting with the transcript
o normalizing, denoising, and saving the audio cutting as WAV
Step 2: Segmenting manually the turns with Praat (5.4.12, 64 bit) (Boersma & Weenink 2015):
o removing all metalinguistic information from the transcript
o creating a Praat TextGrid with three interval tiers for every speaker
o setting boundaries according to the start and end points of each turn and just ﬁlling in the text from the transcript
Step 3: Automatic temporal audio-text alignment with MAUS (Schiel 1999):
o <http://clarin.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/BASWebServices/#/services>

o since the automatic alignment tool MAUS or its online version
WebMAUS (Kisler et al. 2012) did not yet work for HC, some modiﬁcations
were done by the MAUS team: grapheme-to-phoneme mapping
(Reichel 2012) for HC and forced-alignment of that transcription with
the acoustical signal
o the output format of the MAUS procedure is a TextGrid for each of our
three speakers containing the tiers ORT (word-tokenized orthographic
transcript), KAN (canonical pronunciation), and MAU (SAM-PA encoded
phonemes)
Step 4: Test run for PROSOGRAM (Mertens 2004)
o model features: semi-automatic; stylization reﬂecting the human pitch
perception; data driven (bottom-up); no automatic statistical evaluation
o re-use of the MAUS output
o Prosogram output can be used to decide which pitch event within the
acoustical signal is relevant for human perception
Step 5: Test run for ToBI (Silverman et al. 1992, Beckman et al. 2005)
o model features: manual labeling system; tone targets as categorical
discrete pitch events; symbolic; knowledge driven (top-down); no
automatic statistical evaluation
o partial re-use of the MAUS output to establish the tier hierarchy
o ToBI output reveals indications for prosodic constituents, word prosody
features, location of prosodic events, and prosodic events relative to
word classes (e.g. pitch rising in the vicinity of ART.DEF) of HC
Step 6: Test run for CoPaSul (Reichel 2010 and 2014)
o model features: semi-automatic; contour-based, parametric, and
superpositional F0 representation (stylization of F0); data driven (bottomup); automatic statistical evaluation of intonational contour classes
o re-use of the MAUS and ToBI output for stylization processes (clustering)
o CoPaSul output reveals clustered F0 contour classes within the tested
material that can be related to the text.
Words
Oke pou mayi ya
te ka bay yon ti fòmasyon nan mayi
ya mayi ya
yon epòk
nan tan lontan lè papanm
tè yo
te pi kiltivab
Sezon an
te pi mache pi byen
Ou sè ou konn rive nan tè a
mèt gen rajo
ou fouye tou mayi ou plante mayi
apre lè w ﬁni w sèrkle mayi ya
ou fè mayi

Local contour class
3
4
2
1
3
1
4
3
1
1
4
4
1
3

Figure 4. Example of the output of the MAUS procedure.

Figure 5. Example of the Prosogram output.

Figure 6. Example of the output after the ToBI labeling process.

Figure 7. Intonation inventory in form of global (g1-3) and
local (c1-4) contour classes derived from a test run of 30 local
contours of HC carried out by Uwe Reichel (University of
Munich, Institut für Phonetik) using his algorithm (for details
cf. Reichel 2010 and 2014).
Table 1. Local contour classes of some segmented prosodic units
of the test piece.

Conclusion
• Although the initial material situation of using the Corpus of Northern Haitian Creole is not favorable for prosodic
analyses, the workﬂow for Prosogram, ToBI and CoPaSul runs
• Based on test runs some prosodic features of HC could be hypothesized:
o prosodic constituents: IP < ip < clitic group < phonological word

o prosodic events, such as pitch movements or lengthening, are located on the right edge of a given prosodic
constituent
o ﬁnal lengthening of the last syllable nucleus of the IP (cf. also Frota 2012)

o culminating means of stress and tone, e.g. pitch rising upon the word category ART.DEF in some contexts
analogous to grammatical and pragmatic tones in Ewe (focus marking) (Fiedler & Jannedy 2013) > “intermediate
word-prosodic system” ??? (Hyman 2006)

o in comparison with French, where only the right edge of the IP is stressed, the characteristic tune of HC is based
on the accentuation of the right edge of every phonological word and clitic group (the last syllable nucleus
of the IP ist lengthened, whereas not-IP-ﬁnal phonological words and clitic groups are accentuated by means of
pitch movements, e.g. pitch rising)
• Further research:
o interesting insights into HC prosody highlights the contrast of the rural speakers of Capois from our corpus with
professional speakers of Haitian TV and radio channels (e.g. Haiti Live TV; Radio/ Television Nationale de Haiti
RTNH; TNH-TV Nationale d‘Haiti) who use French-like intonational patterns while speaking HC
o further research is necessary to understand the relationship between prosodic conﬁgurations and illocutionary
power (intonation)
o the corpus-based approach to prosody seems to be promising for bottom-up intonation modeling
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